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There are 4 (Four) Questions. Answers to questions numbered 1 and 4 are compulsory. Answer either

question 2 or 3. Answer 3 (Three) questions altogether.
Use the graph paper wherever necessary. Marks in the margin indicate the full marks. CO/PO shown.

1 a)

b)

DescrIbe an engineer’s profession (meaning/s, role/s, engineering process). Use the
keywords or key points but write adequately.

Engineering education teaches students the concept “systems” in every field for the
benefit of mankind. “Islam is the all-embracing knowledge_based System of life given
bY the Creator and Sustainer”. Explain the statement relating to the scope of knowledge
of engineering for the overall benefit of all creatures and natural ecosystems.

State. the function of engineering economics. Point out the relevance of your registering
for this course (Engineering Economy and Finance).

State the meaning, scope/types, and importance of engineering economic decisions.

C)

d)

a)2
A companY producing some engineering products is following the budgetary timeline
of the respective countrY, which is July to June of the consecutive calendar years, Its
production data is given in Table below:ro m
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i' ZRaw the data in a graph paper (total cost vs volume, not total cost vs period) and

locate the high and Iow activity levels in terms of production volume and cost
involved (months).

Then, determine the variable cost per unit (v) and the total fixed cost (F).
Show the results in an equation in the form y = c + vx) where y stands n.)r the

total cost or revenue, c stands for fixed costs, y stands for variable costs per unit
and I stands for volume of activity (units).

Verify the results (fixed costs and variable costs per unit) R)und from graphical
solution and analytical solution. Complete the table in your answer sheet
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11.

lli.

IV.



b) When the revenue and the total cost

respectively R = 1000 e _ 0.00 IP2 1 and zr = O.O05Q2 + 4g + 20000 .

i. Formulate the profit function.
ii. Calculate the quantity you must produce to maximize profit'

iii. Determine the break-even volume9 BEP(g)?

i; I }ind the quantily to be produced to maintain the average cost. Make comment/s on
acceptable result.

- Q3 is the alternative of Q2 (answer either one)

functions are 10

COI
P02

3

and Tk4 resl)ectively. The selling price is decided to be 138 percent of the variable co?t
Ar unit. Th: maxiAum capacity of the arm is 1609000 units per year. Its fixed cost is
Tk2)024l000 per year. For this firm:

i. Find the breakeven quantity in units and in percentage of total capacitY.

ii.-calculate the percentage reduction in breakeven point if fixed costs are reduced
10 percent.

iii. . .. if variable cost per unit is reduced 10 percent.
iv. ... if both costs are reduced 10 percent; and if the selling price is increased by 10

percent.

State the top five features of the present value of money. Cite example/s.

with examples state at
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Money to be invested in engineering projects over the time bears or possesses. the 7
foIIo Jing issues: Riba9 cost of money! opportunity cost, equivalence, and optimal c02
investment for human benefits. Describe each of them. POll

alternatives for economic comparisons. Explain how this method is applied in selecting

an IPL project out of two or more alternatives. [Hint: mention what mjlst be

i-quired/;on'sidered2 what theories should be applied9 and how to reach a conclusion. I

Explaining the meaning and purposes
differences between future value and annuity.

least three

State the main similarities and diHerenc..es between an annual interest rate and effective
annual interest rate.

d)

4

b)

C) A coal_based power plant wants to buy coal from a new coal mine. The price of coal is 13
changing. Howeverp a team estimated profits over the next 5 Years as belowi Tk. c02
iht) io(f’450gooo7 2690009 4007000 and 1003000 respectively. After that profits will be poll
a cJnstaht amount of Tk 2503000 per year for the following 10 years, at which time the
mine must be closed. The going discounted rate is 10%, found appropriate for the all
these years; fmd the present value of the mine and suggest if it is economicalIY
feasibfe. D+h the net.bssary cash flow diagTam/s. Suppose, plant manager asked you
to find overall annual profit in terms of annuity at 10%, determine that annuity along
with a cash flow diagram.
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